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ASSET CLASS RETURNS 
 

 

 

 

2020 was a year of unprecedented events that would shape a year like no other. Thinking back to the backdrop 
coming into this same period a year ago – there was much optimism, for the global economy and markets alike. 
The US-China phase one trade deal had been signed, central banks had cut interest rates to ridiculously low 
levels to counter the synchronised global slowdown and a no-deal Brexit had been temporarily averted with an 
extension to work on exit details. Little would prepare us for the global Covid-19 pandemic and the severity of 
the lockdowns that ensued across the globe. Yet with all that happened and with no foresight of these black 
swan events, global risk assets ultimately did end the year as winners across the asset class spectrum. Why you 
ask? 

 

Asset Class Underlying Index
CCY / 
Price

December 
2020

Q4                  
2020

2020            
1 Year

3 Years 
Annualised

5 Years 
Annualised

Global Asset Returns
Global Equities MSCI AC World USD 4.7% 14.8% 16.8% 10.6% 12.9%

Global Bonds Bloomberg Barclays Global Agg USD 1.3% 3.3% 9.2% 4.8% 4.8%

Global Property FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Rental USD 3.9% 13.2% -8.8% 1.8% 3.7%

Global Equities
Developed Equity MSCI World USD 4.3% 14.1% 16.5% 11.2% 12.8%

Emerging Market Equity MSCI Emerging Markets USD 7.2% 19.6% 18.4% 6.5% 13.2%

S&P 500 S&P 500 Index USD 3.8% 12.1% 18.3% 14.2% 15.2%

Dow Jones Dow Jones Industrial Average USD 3.4% 10.7% 9.7% 9.9% 14.6%

Nasdaq NASDAQ Composite Index USD 5.7% 15.7% 44.9% 24.4% 22.2%

FTSE 100 FTSE 100 Index GBP 3.3% 10.9% -11.4% -1.8% 4.8%

STOXX Europe 600 STOXX Europe 600 Price Index EUR EUR 2.6% 10.9% -1.4% 4.3% 5.3%

CAC CAC 40 Index EUR 0.8% 15.8% -4.9% 4.4% 6.9%

DAX Deutsche Boerse AG German Stock Index EUR 3.2% 7.5% 3.5% 2.0% 5.0%

Hong Kong HSI Hong Kong Hang Seng Index HKD 3.4% 16.2% -0.2% 0.3% 8.2%

Nikkei Nikkei 225 JPY 3.9% 18.5% 18.2% 8.6% 9.7%

Shanghai SE Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index CNY 2.4% 8.0% 16.5% 4.1% 1.9%

SA ALSI FTSE/JSE All Share - Return in USD USD 9.7% 24.8% 7.0% 3.1% 6.4%

MSCI South Africa MSCI South Africa Index USD 9.7% 22.4% 1.4% -1.3% 4.5%

Currencies
Rand/Dollar ZAR/USD 14.69 5.3% 14.0% -4.7% -15.5% 5.3%

Rand/Pound ZAR/GBP 20.09 2.7% 7.8% -7.4% -16.7% 13.4%

Rand/Euro ZAR/EUR 17.95 2.8% 9.4% -12.6% -17.6% -6.4%

US Dollar Index DXY 89.94 -2.1% -4.2% -6.7% -2.4% -8.8%

Euro/Dollar EUR/USD 1.22 2.4% 4.2% 8.9% 1.8% 12.5%

Dollar/Yen USD/JPY 103.25 -1.0% -2.1% -4.9% -8.4% -14.1%

Pound/Dollar GBP/USD 1.37 2.6% 5.8% 3.1% 1.2% -7.2%

Commodity Prices (USD) 3 and 5 yr Cumulative Returns
West Texas Oil WTI CRUDE FUTURE  Feb21 $48.52 6.6% 18.0% -12.8% -8.0% -10.7%

Brent Crude Oil BRENT CRUDE FUTR  Mar21 $51.80 8.0% 19.2% -14.0% -10.9% -9.9%

Gold Gold Spot   $/Oz $1 898 6.8% 0.7% 25.1% 45.7% 78.9%

Platinum Platinum Spot  $/Oz $1 072 10.8% 20.0% 10.9% 15.5% 20.3%

Palladium Palladium Spot  $/Oz $2 449 2.8% 6.0% 25.9% 130.3% 335.0%

Copper LME COPPER   SPOT ($) $7 749 2.4% 16.2% 26.0% 7.5% 64.7%

Iron Ore 62% Generic 1st 'SCO' Future $156 25.1% 25.7% 70.3% 118.6% 293.7%
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GLOBAL DRIVERS 
 

Finding the Vaccine Holy Grail 
 

Stock markets around the world looked through escalating second wave Covid contagions and stricter lockdowns 
and concentrated on the idea of the vaccine Holy Grail midway through the fourth quarter. In early November, 
we learned that the interim analysis of Phase III clinical trials from Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna showed each 
to be about 95% effective; AstraZeneca and the University of Oxford’s vaccine was found to be between 62-90%, 
depending on the delivery mechanism. All groups quickly sought Emergency Use Authorization with the UK 
regulators the first to grant authority to Pfizer/BioNTech on December 2nd and began vaccinations on December 
8th.  The USA followed suit just over a week later and by year end all three of the above vaccines were authorised 
for rollout across the wealthier nations. It is interesting to note that both China (with its SinoVac vaccine) and 
Russia (with its Sputnik V) had authorized their own shots in as early as July and August, but without waiting for 
the immunizations to complete their final round of tests. Since then, these two countries have administered 
millions of doses, although very little news or updates on efficacy have been reported. 

 

Stimulus, more stimulus and even more to come 
 

Not a new theme, but one that hasn’t quite reached full potential or impact yet – stimulus, more stimulus and 
even more stimulus expected in 2021. Across the G20 countries, governments remained committed to providing 
fiscal support to combat the impact that Covid-19 has had on economies. The US Trump administration kicked 
off with a $3 trillion economic aid package in the second quarter, supplementing it again in December with a 
further $900 billion plan. However following the very recent US political changing of the guard and Biden’s clean 
sweep of Presidency, House and Senate, a further $1.9 trillion has been pitched for 2021. It is even forecast that 
should this latest round of stimulus be granted, it could boost the US economy by 2 percentage points, according 
to Bank of America’s economics team. 

Perhaps even more impactful, Japan’s fiscal aid has topped leader boards as a percent of GDP. Earlier in the 
year, former Japanese Prime Minister, Shinzō Abe, had unveiled two stimulus packages worth a combined $2.2 
trillion, including cash payments to households and small business loans. Again, with a change in leadership in 
September, the incoming Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga, announced a fresh round of stimulus in the fourth 
quarter that extended the total stimulus aid to approximately $3 trillion or over 40% of Japan’s GDP.  

The ECB has also been proactively involved in a variety of stimulus measures and in the last month has extended 
their €500 billion Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program (PEPP) to €1.85 trillion to at least the end of March 
2022. Favourable terms on bank lending will be extended to June 2022 with new offers under the program 
expected in 2021.  

Most of these fiscal packages have propelled government debt levels into the stratosphere, US debt now stands 
at levels last seen post World War II and well over 100% of GDP. However the one caveat to the concerns 
surrounding this gargantuan amount of debt is that owing to ultra-low interest rates and real yields, debt 
servicing levels remain manageable.  

 

Low rates addiction 
 

We’ve become well accustomed and to a large extent addicted to the current low rate environment with all 
major central banks, including the SA Reserve Bank, keeping rates on hold in the fourth quarter and liquidity 
taps open. However the question at the back of many investors’ minds is for how much longer can rates stay at 
zero (ZIRP) or close to zero with central banks continuing to inject massive amounts of liquidity into the 
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developed nations. One only has to remember the 2013 taper tantrum that sent treasury yields spiking, as 
people worried that the lack of easy money will trigger market instability. We saw hints of this occurring over 
the Q4 and more so in the past couple of weeks as US treasury yields began to rise following the Democrats blue 
wave sweep and expectations of more fiscal stimulus bringing recovery and reflation faster than previously 
forecast. However Federal Reserve members including Chairman, Jerome Powell, were very quick to quash this 
notion saying “now is not the time to be talking about exit”. That said, forward-looking markets were further 
supported into the back end of 2020 on the reassurance that monetary policy and quantitative easing is unlikely 
to be stepped back in the short-term and will continue to support the appetite for risk into a recovery period. 

 

High risk events come and go in Q4 – US elections and Brexit finality 
 

Volatility remained elevated all throughout 2020 and not solely owing to the global pandemic. US elections on 
November 3rd highlighted a very divided and unsettled country with extremism growing in popularity. However 
risk markets reacted positively to what a Biden Presidential and Democrat House victory may bring in terms of 
sanity and more rational policy responses particularly in their efforts to eradicate Covid-19; debt markets were 
less enthusiastic. Even when the Democratic Senate win came down to the wire on January 6th, markets 
repositioned slightly but global debt markets sold-off although have since steadied. US and global investors are 
seemingly glad to see the back of Donald Trump. 

Similarly the UK Brexit negotiations hung over the UK economy and markets for the entire year. It wasn’t until 
December 24th that UK investors could finally breathe a final sigh of relief after an UK-EU deal was struck ahead 
of the breakup on 1 January 2021. With this cloud lifted, UK and European markets received their kick up into 
year end. 

 

A weak US dollar, strong commodity prices and no cracks in China’s recovery 
 

The effects of the global pandemic plus the US Federal Reserve’s low interest rates have dragged down the US 
dollar from its 15 year dollar bull run. The story is slightly more complex because currencies tend to move in 
long cycles. The US dollar entered the pandemic near its highest levels in its 15 year rally, which made it more 
vulnerable to a pullback. Conditions have also brightened in other countries; China’s recovery has been nothing 
short of stellar and Europe and the UK have finally moved past Brexit. The combination of US domestic weakness 
and improvements abroad is helping push the dollar lower.  

A weak dollar typically benefits both commodity prices (that are priced in dollars, with costs in local currencies) 
and Emerging Markets that generally borrow money in dollar denominations, thus making their borrowing costs 
cheaper. Put simply, if the dollar is weak, then the world’s reserve currency is cheap and global monetary 
conditions are nice and loose. 

This dollar weakness was another strong draw towards riskier markets into the fourth quarter, the added 
impetus being the rising commodity complex and lest not forget the significant recovery in the Chinese 
economy. These three factors are interrelated and helped spur demand for Emerging Market equities by foreign 
investors. 
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Key ECO Data Markit PMI

Region
Latest 

Reading
Change Detail

Latest 
Reading

Change
Latest 

Reading
Latest 

Reading
Change

US 33.4%
Slightly above 
expectations

1.2% 57.1 6.7%
US unemployment steadily falls from 

April highs of 14.7%

UK 81.1%
Slightly above 
expectations

0.3% 57.5 4.9%
UK inflation retreated unexpectedly in 

Nov, well below BoE target of 2%

Eurozone 60.2%
In line with 

expectations
-0.3% 53.8 8.4% Inflation near 4.5-year low levels

Japan 22.9%
Slightly above 
expectations -0.9% 50.0 2.9% Inflation lowest since August 2010

China 11.2%
Slightly below 
expectations -0.5% 53.0 5.2%

Unemployment now back at pre-COVID 
levels

Brazil 34.5% Below expectations 4.3% 61.5 14.3%
Unemployment remains around record 

highs (data began in 2012)

India 120.8%
Slightly below 
expectations 6.9% 56.4 6.5%

Inflation drops more than expected, 
opening door for rate cut 2021

Russia -12.9%
Slightly above 
expectations 4.9% 49.7 6.1% Inflation highest since May 2019

South Africa 66.1% Above expectations 3.2% 50.3 30.8%
Highest unemployment figure since 

quarterly data began (2008)

Note:  Change is from value as at previous quarter (revised if necessary). A PMI reading > 50 is in expansion.

Source: tradingeconomics.com and Bloomberg

Previous Qtr GDP Growth (annualised) Inflation Unemployment

Comment

End Q3 2020 End Q4 2020 Chg

US Federal Reserve 0%-0.25% 0%-0.25%
No change to rates; committed to buying $80bn of government bonds and $40bn 

of Mortgage Backed Securities each month (they were always buying but never 
stated explicit numbers)

Bank of England 0.10% 0.10%
No change to rates; £150bn of additional QE through government bond 

purchases, announced in November and commenced in December

European Central Bank 0.00% 0.00%
No change to rates; €500bn of additional asset purchases as part of the 

Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme, announced in December

Bank of Japan -0.10% -0.10%
No change to rates; committed to buying more Commercial Paper and Corp Bonds 

from Dec 2020 - Sept 2021 with an upper limit of ¥20trn (from ¥15trn)

Peoples Bank of China 3.85% 3.85%

Banco Central do Brasil 2.00% 2.00%

Reserve Bank of India 4.00% 4.00%

Bank of Russia 4.25% 4.25%

South African Reserve Bank 3.50% 3.50%

Source:  global-rates.com

Monetary Policy 
Decisions

Monetary Rate
Comment

QUARTERLY MACROECONOMIC DATA 
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LOOKING AHEAD 

 

Providing an outlook for 2021, after a year like 2020, may be a futile exercise, but it’s important to weigh up 
where we stand and provide some context and thoughts on the economy, markets and portfolio strategy: 

• Ballooning COVID-19 cases could pose a short-term economic setback 

• Efficacy and the distribution of vaccines are paving a way back to economic normalcy, although risks remain 

• Pent up consumer demand could ignite growth in 2021 

• Covid relief and stimulatory fiscal aid among the G7 nations will speed up global recovery 

• Rising government debt makes government finances vulnerable to rising interest rates, but not yet 

• The globe is in the early post-recession recovery phase of the cycle 

• This stage typically favours equities over bonds as rates remain low and inflation slowly begins to rise 

• Cyclical and value stocks tend to outperform through the early stage recovery  

• Low interest rates (dovish monetary policies) will remain for the foreseeable future  

• US politics and policy response is likely to be more rational and less volatile 

• Valuations in the US stock market are not cheap, but markets are pricing in a swift US recovery 

• With Brexit behind them, the UK and EU can better define future trading relationships 

• Diversifying your portfolio is crucial for long-term investment success 

• Stay nimble but rely on fundamentals, don’t become an all-in or all-out market extremist 

• Align your risk tolerance and investment objectives with your portfolio allocations   
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BUILDING BLOCK COMMENTARY 

 

BUILDING BLOCK PERFORMANCE TABLE 
 

Note: All returns provided are in US dollars 

 

GLOBAL EQUITY COMMENTARY 

 

Overview 
The PortfolioMetrix Global Equity fund underperformed by -4.3% over the past 12 months (16.3% vs 12.0% for 
the fund) relative to its MSCI ACWI benchmark, 

• Over the quarter the fund outperformed by 2.2%, as the index returned 14.7% and the fund generated 
16.9% 

 

The performance of the underlying funds (versus their respective regional indices) for the quarter is shown 
below (in USD). Funds biased towards value and smaller cap stocks performed best in the quarter. A strong 
recovery in the Man GLG Undervalued Assets portfolio (UK equity) resulted in the fund being the best relative 
performer for the quarter. This was followed by the newly included Allianz China A shares fund and Invesco 
European Equity. The Catalyst Global Real Estate fund was the worst performing fund as it failed to capture the 
strong bounce in the sector. 

 

 

Fund Index Rel. Fund Index Rel. Fund Index Rel. Fund Index Rel.

Global Sovereign Bonds 4.31% 3.29% 1.03% 11.26% 9.20% 2.06% 5.36% 4.85% 0.51% 5.77% 4.79% 0.98%

Global Corporate Bonds 4.42% 4.27% 0.15% 8.29% 10.37% -2.08% 4.72% 5.88% -1.16% -- -- --

Global High Yield Bonds 8.93% 7.66% 1.27% 1.79% 7.03% -5.23% 3.47% 4.95% -1.48% -- -- --

Emerging Market Bonds (LC) 10.78% 9.62% 1.16% 3.38% 2.69% 0.68% 3.42% 3.01% 0.41% 7.01% 6.72% 0.29%

Global Listed Infrastructure 10.94% 8.67% 2.27% 4.76% -3.34% 8.10% 11.06% 5.69% 5.38% -- -- --

Global Property 8.40% 13.41% -5.01% -4.19% -7.92% 3.73% 3.98% 2.88% 1.09% 4.66% 4.73% -0.07%

Global Equity 16.88% 14.68% 2.20% 11.95% 16.26% -4.30% -- -- -- -- -- --

*All returns  for periods greater than 1 year are annualised

1 Year 3 Year 5 Year

Global Sovereign Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate, Global Corporate Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global Corporates, Global High Yield Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global High Yield, Emerging 

Market Bonds (LC): JPM GBI EM Global Diversified Composite, Global Listed Infrastructure: FTSE Global Core Infrastructure 50/50, Global Property: Global Property (Dev. Rental), Global Equity: MSCI ACWI, 

Global Equity (EM Funds): MSCI ACWI, Global Equity (Styles): MSCI ACWI, Global Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate.

3 Months
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Detail 
• The last quarter of 2020 saw a cyclical upswing in global markets which led to outperformance of 

emerging markets and certain “value” sectors (e.g. Financials and Energy) that had significantly 

underperformed earlier in the year. A meaningful outperformance of small caps rewarded those that 

had exposure and in a rare event North American equities and big Tech lagged the rest of the market. 

• The risk-on environment was buoyed by vaccination approvals and the rollout of vaccines in developed 

markets. The market began pricing in a recovering economy and an accompanying recovery in earnings. 

• The US election also provided more certainty on a political front and the democratic clean sweep of the 

White House, the Senate and the House of representatives enforced expectations of more stimulus into 

the US economy. 

• The US dollar is typically counter cyclical to global growth and this was indeed the case in the quarter 

as the dollar continued to weaken. This environment is typically favourable to emerging markets and 

supportive of commodity prices. US Real rates collapsed into negative territory over the year and should 

remain low as the Fed is expected to remain on hold even if inflation starts rising. This is an 

accommodative environment for risk assets. 

• China drove demand for commodities as the country continued its strong economic outperformance. 

As the rest of the world struggled with second waves, lockdowns and restrictions, the Chinese were 

able to keep their manufacturing facilities operational supporting PMI’s across most developed 

markets, particularly Japan. 

• Funds that were more exposed to these themes significantly outperformed over the quarter however, 

over the full year it certainly remained a very good strategy to be all-in on big Tech. 

• Over the quarter the following fund changes were made: 

o Merian North America was sold in favour of Xtrackers MSCI USA Swap UCITS ETF tracker fund. 

The ETF tracker is significantly cheaper (9bps vs 83bps) and benefits from favourable dividend 

withholding tax treatment. 

o Allianz China A-Shares fund was included in the portfolio. Active implementation justifies the 

higher cost and a direct exposure to the A-Shares market in China made sense for several 

reasons. Existing allocations in the EM equity space were adjusted to make space for the 

allocation. The fund still holds a 15% weight to EM Equity in total. 

 

GLOBAL BONDS COMMENTARY 

 

Overview 
Underlying funds over the quarter produced the following relative returns (vs Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate): 

• PIMCO GIS Global Bond: outperformed by 1.03% 

• Allianz Global Credit: outperformed by 1.14% 

• Amundi Pioneer Global High Yield: outperformed by 5.64% 

• PIMCO GIS Emerging Local Bond: outperformed by 7.50% 

• PIMCO GIS Emerging Markets Bond (EUR): outperformed by 7.40% 

• PIMCO GIS Emerging Markets Bond (USD): outperformed by 3.15% 
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Detail 
• Global Bonds were affected late in the quarter by a rising inflation expectation by the market, this 

expectation has largely been driven by the Democratic Party’s victory in the US elections and the 

subsequent stimulus and Infrastructure spend plans. 

• US Breakeven rates point to an all-important 2% inflation level, at the start of the quarter this indicated 

1.5%. As such the US yield curve steepened by around 25bps. 

• Capital also sought out higher yielding currencies and bonds, in a world where a third of all developed 

market bonds have a negative yield Emerging Markets and High Yield debt offer some respite. They 

were the major beneficiaries whilst US Treasuries lagged over the quarter. 

o Local Currency EM Bonds benefitted most from a risk-on trade amidst news of a vaccine and 

resulting growth expectations 

o High Yield saw the sectors most affected by the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak rally hardest, 

specifically CCC rated bonds as well as Oil and Air-Transport Issues 

 

GLOBAL PROPERTY COMMENTARY 

 

Overview 
The Catalyst Global Real Estate fund outperformed by 3.7% over the past 12 months (-7.9% vs -4.2% for the 
fund) relative to its Global Property (Dev. Rental) benchmark, 

• Over the quarter the fund underperformed by -5.0%, as the index returned 13.4% and the fund 
generated 8.4% 
 

Detail 
• In 2020, Global Property lost -7.9% in USD, making it the fifth consecutive year the asset class 

underperformed Global equities. 

• Worth noting was the sizeable double-digit dispersion in share price returns due to the Covid-19 

pandemic. Benefactors included industrial, data centres and German residential, whilst casualties 

included hotels, shopping centres and malls 

• Although we are still in the early days of vaccine roll-out, progress in this regard is believed to be 

supportive to the asset class. A vaccinated population should start returning to their normal daily 

activities, although you must ask what is the new normal? 

• Catalyst believes their 2020 performance is attributable to taking a longer-term outlook than the short-

termism presented by the Covid-19 Pandemic. A focus on balance sheet strength and market liquidity 

was also extremely important.  

• The Catalyst team were also not shy to trade the portfolio as opportunities presented themselves, 

portfolio turnover through the crisis was 30%, a figure closer to their annual turnover. 
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GLOBAL LISTED INFRASTRUCTURE COMMENTARY 

 

Overview 
The M&G Global Listed Infrastructure fund outperformed by 8.1% over the past 12 months (-3.3% vs 4.8% for 
the fund) relative to its FTSE Global Core Infrastructure 50/50 benchmark, 

• Over the quarter the fund outperformed by 2.3%, as the index returned 8.7% and the fund generated 
10.9% 

Detail 
• The majority of the fund’s holdings have continued to deliver solid dividend growth throughout 2020. 

Although 7 holdings (out of approximately 50) did announce dividend cuts or suspensions, most of 

these holdings are in the embattled airline industry. The fund manager limits look through exposure to 

aviation to 5% of the fund. 

• The defensive and contractual nature of revenue streams generated by Utility stocks resulted in 

exposure to these firms being held at record highs within the fund throughout most of the year, +/-

35%. This exposure was a function of bottom-up stock selection. 

• Portfolio activity throughout the last quarter included; the purchase of Home REIT’s IPO in October, the 

first position added outside of the Utilities subsector in 2020. Other than that, no new purchases or 

complete sales were made. The team did however continually take advantage of weakness in some 

holdings and increased exposure. 

 
DISCLAIMERS  

This document is only for professional financial advisers, their clients and their prospective clients. The 
information given here is for information purposes only and is not intended to constitute financial, legal, tax, 
investment or other professional advice. It should not be relied upon as such and PortfolioMetrix cannot accept 
any liability for loss for doing so. If you are a retail investor, your financial adviser can help explain the 
information provided. Any forecasts, expected future returns or expected future volatilities are not guaranteed 
and should not be relied upon. The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as 
up, and you may not recover the amount of your original investment. Past performance is not a reliable 
indicator of future performance. Portfolio holdings and asset allocation can change at any time without notice. 
PortfolioMetrix Asset Management Ltd is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial 
Conduct Authority and in Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland for the Conduct of Business Rules. Full calculation 
methodology available on request. 
 
The PortfolioMetrix Global Equity and PortfolioMetrix Global Diversified Funds are authorised by the Central 
Bank of Ireland as sub-funds of Prescient Global Funds ICAV, an open ended umbrella type Irish collective asset-
management vehicle with variable capital and segregated liability between sub-funds registered and authorised 
by the Central Bank of Ireland to carry on business as an ICAV, pursuant to Part 2 of the Irish Collective Asset-
management Vehicles Act 2015, as may be amended from time to time. Authorisation of the Fund by the Central 
Bank of Ireland is not an endorsement or guarantee nor is the Central Bank of Ireland responsible for the 
contents of the prospectus. Authorisation by the Central Bank of Ireland shall not constitute a warranty as to 
the performance of the Fund. 
 
No warranty or representation is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this document and the Central 
Bank of Ireland shall not be liable for the performance or default of the portfolio. Prospective investors should 
consult a stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant, financial adviser or their professional advisers 
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accordingly. Shares in the PortfolioMetrix Global Equity Fund cannot be offered in any jurisdiction in which such 
offer is not authorised or registered.  
Copies of the prospectus, annual and half- yearly reports of Prescient Global Funds ICAV, and the Key Investor 

Information Documents for the funds are available in English and may be obtained, free of charge, from 

Prescient Fund Services (Ireland) Limited at 49 Upper Mount Street, Dublin 2, Ireland or by visiting 

www.prescient.ie. Copies may also be obtained directly from PortfolioMetrix Asset Management by emailing 

info@portfoliometrix.co.za. 

Copies of the monthly Minimum Disclosure Documents may be obtained directly from PortfolioMetrix Asset 

Management Ltd by emailing info@portfoliometrix.co.za.  

 

http://www.prescient.ie/

